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by 

Ukraine 
I would like to thank the hares for calling in some fantastic December weather.  The hash started at the 
Francis Scott Key park under the Christmas tree.  With the brickwork assisting us, we formed a perfect 
circle.  We had a bunch of girl virgins and a token guy virgin.  There was one visitor from San Antonio.  
His mother hash is White House.  He was heard lamenting at the closing circle that “A lot has changed 
since he left.”  I’m not sure what that means.  The trail had a great mix of urban and shiggy.  The beer 
check was near P Street Beach.  It overlooked a cemetery and the nearby apartment residents were 
remarkably friendly.  We ended on the Potomac in Georgetown.  Smokey was rudely interrupted by John 
Edward’s jogging as she was changing her pants.  We taught Just Becky about coochy wipes.  It’s best 
to work fast.  No one notices that way. 

After kindley taking away my beer Titley yelled “SHOTS FIRED.”  Suddenly five hashers were coming at 
me from all d-erections.  Next thing I know, I am on the ground at the bottom of a dog pile.  An ALL 
CLEAR was given and we were back to normal.  Thanks for protecting me guys. 

 
Just Ryan is Named Hokey in the Pokey 
So his “friend” rats him out and tells us that he had a girlfriend once that broke up with him after he bought 
her a dildo.  Names that were thrown back included Batteries Not Included, Floppy Dick, and Byte Size 

 

Violations 
Mellow Foreskin Cheese for multiple acts of spitting. 

Boner for finally Finding Nemo 

Two Sheep to Fuck started his period on trail (Bloody Nose) 

Just Natalie for professionalism.  She has a degree from Beaver College.  The hash is for amateurs, 
missy! 

321 F Off keeps the hash sh*t for one more week, for taking his shirt off at the drag queen brunch. 

 

Notes: 
Hares: PIO, KY Guy, Jingle Jiz 

Virgins: Just Craig, Justin, Kerri, Alison, Rachel 

Visitors: Well Hung 

Analversaries: Designer Bush (69) 
MFC ($1,600 Fleece) 

Long Time No Seers: Free Refills, Bonnie Brewer, Harepie, Tits, Full Metal Balls, KY Guy 
Missing Link, Semen Monster, Vominatrix 
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